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The final quality of factory-produced models will be superior.  All measurements are approximate.  Corgi reserve the right to improve and amend specifications on all models.

Dear Collector,
Welcome to this selection of nearly 100 models from Corgi Classics, with nearly half
issued as brand new releases.  I think there’s something here for almost every conceivable
enthusiast of die-cast replicas, from the youngest to the most mature, and at prices to suit
every pocket, starting at the Days Gone range of vintage commercials at a mere £4.99.

The Forward March range of 1:32 scale white metal figures from the past 200 years of
our island history has proved immensely popular, and I have added a further six to the
range in this catalogue.  As ever, there are some important new additions to our flagship
Road Transport series of big, 1:50 scale replicas.  I would single out the two-piece David
Haig set of two, a big Renault Premium and a Volvo FM with skeletal trailer and container
load.  And there is a bumper crop of new 1:43 scale Vanguards Classics, the definitive
model history of British saloon and sports cars from the 1940s right up to the present.

To start it all off in this big 32-page catalogue, it’s hats off to Top Hat Racing and a 
trio of legendary little A35s that could give the big Jags a run for their money - 
and then some!

I very much hope there’s something here you’ll want to add to your 
own collection.

Claire Winter 
Direct Marketing Manager

Motorsport is a brand new theme in which Top Hat 
Racing and Roger Clark take the race to you.  Each 1:43 
scale model accurately reproduces an original vehicle, and comes in top-folding
premium packaging that includes substantial background information to the
original of the model.  All the models are issued as Limited Editions, and together
this range builds up into a virtual history of saloon car racing in Britain.

Austin A35 Set - Rae Davis: Top Hat Racing 5
Each of these three A35 Austins rejoices in an affectionate
nickname: ‘Powerful Peanut’ (No. 4), ‘Red Rocket’ (No. 9)
and ‘Mushy Pea’ (No.3).  The Peanut was the first of a series
of Rae Davis-built and driven A35s; the Rocket was the
second generation and Mushy Pea the third built to contest
Top Hat’s ‘Oldies but Goldies’ series.  ‘Mushy Pea’ not only
dominates its class, but it can take on and beat much 
larger-engined Jaguars and Zodiacs.
Ref: AU1003   £51.99  Scale 1:43   
Approx. length 80mm each

A Day at the Races
The Top Hat Historic Racing was founded
by Julius Thurgood in 1999, and proved an
instant hit with both drivers and followers
of motor racing.  The annual season is
divided into race meetings for specific
classes, but all with one thing in common:
they are exclusive to historic cars.

Categories include: ‘Oldies but Goldies’
(pre-1960 historic touring cars, with older

GTs); ‘Cloth Cap’ (for pre-1965
historically interesting sports cars);
‘Best of British’ (pre-1970 classic
British sports cars: to club regs.); 
and ‘Groovy Baby’ (for 1970s saloons).
Meetings are rotated around the

tracks, including Goodwood, 
Donington Park and Mallory Park.

EDITOR’S 
CHOICE!

A great set that’s 
bound to be 
going fast!
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Austin 1800 - Persian Blue 7
Launched in 1964 to replace the Farina Oxford/Cambridge, the 1800 boasted
an innovative front wheel drive package that greatly increased the interior space
of the car.  This 1:43 scale replica accurately reproduces the body shape, and
perfectly matches the paint colour of the original.  Issued as a Limited Edition.  
Ref: VA08910   £15.99 Scale 1:43  Approx. length 98mm

MGZT - Goodwood Green 4
MG-Rover’s first big product launch established the MG Z in the forefront of
performance sports saloons.  This 1:43 scale replica reproduces the exact
stylish lines and precisely matches the original Goodwood Green paintwork.  
Ref: VA09305   £11.99 Scale 1:43  Approx. length 105mm

Land Rover Defender - 
Chawton White/County 7
When the Defender was launched in 1983, Rover had
already produced 1.4 million Land Rovers, and the 
Range Rover had been around for thirteen years.  
This Limited Edition faithfully reproduces the 
original , from the reinforced front bumper 
assembly to the detailed interior, 
and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.  
Ref: VA09709   £20.99   
Scale 1:43  Approx. length 105mm

Hillman Avenger Tiger - Wardance 7
Our 1:43 scale model reproduces one of only around 200 cars built at Chrysler’s
competitions centre, supervised by Des O’Dell, which were used largely as media and
dealer PR vehicles.  The model features many of the highly individual aspects of the
Avenger Tiger, including the distinctive side striping, rear wing and matt black bonnet . 
Ref: VA10402   £15.99 Scale 1:43  Approx. length 83mm

Ford Cortina GXL MkIII - Maize Yellow 4
The GXL was the ultimate version of the Cortina MkIII, with its four-headlight grille,
vinyl roof, Rostyle wheels and rather transatlantic dashboard.  Our model
reproduces the car in loving detail, including detailed chrome trim and wing
mirrors, detailed interior, detailed chassis and working suspension.
Ref: VA10302   £15.99
Scale 1:43  
Approx. length 98mm

Triumph Stag - Russet Brown 7
Styled by Michelotti, the Stag was a fast, well-appointed GT, but its early
unreliability cost the company dear, and only 25,877 were ever built.  This
replica features a detailed interior including dashboard and steering wheel,
working suspension, detailed chassis, and detailed photo-etched chrome trim.  
Ref: VA10104   £15.99 Scale 1:43  Approx. length 112mm

EDITOR’S CHOICE!Add this classic toyour collection!

Daimler Sovereign 2.8 - Greensand 4
After the takeover from BSA by Jaguar in 1960, most new Daimler models were
more luxuriously trimmed versions of existing Jaguars.  Features of this Limited Edition
include a detailed interior, working suspension and photo-etched chrome trim.  
Ref: VA08804   £15.99 Scale 1:43  Approx. length 112mm

Vanguards Classics is the range of replicas of post-war British saloons and sports cars.  
Each major British marque is represented with a wide selection of models, from Rootes 
to Rover, BMC to Jaguar, Land Rover to Triumph.  Each Vanguards Classic comes with 
a Collector Card that details the specifications and history of the original vehicle.  
All the models featured are Limited Editions, and six are brand new releases.
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Emergency Motors is the 1:43 scale range of vehicles from Britain’s emergency services
from as far back as the 1940s right up to the present day.  Each model reproduces an
actual original vehicle, and all details of the livery of the particular jurisdiction of the
vehicle have been meticulously researched and copied.  All the models featured here
are issued as Limited Editions.

6

6 Ford Cortina MkIII 2000GT - Lancashire
The MkIII Cortina 2000GT was an especially popular police
car, as it could turn on impressive speeds as and when
required, particularly on traffic duties.  This replica features
photo-etched chrome detail, fine detail wipers, working
suspension, and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA10301   £12.99
Scale 1:43   Approx. length 98mm

Tayside Police Set -Land Rover Defender & Ford Sierra 7
This pair of 1:43 scale replicas of originals in the Tayside force evokes a
blend of speed, power and elegance, as well as featuring authentic
badging, fine detail rear view mirrors and detailed interiors.
Ref: TP1002   £39.99 Scale 1:43   
Approx. lengths: Defender 105mm, Sierra 104mm

Ford Sierra Sapphire Cosworth - Isle of Man Police 5
One of the very few cars held in high regard by the bikers attracted by
the annual TT races (partly because it was fast enough to catch most of
them!), the ‘Cossie’ made the ideal police car.  This 1:43 scale replica
reproduces the original in considerable detail, from the working
suspension to the detailed chassis, wheels, hubs and tyres.  
Ref: VA10008   £18.99 Scale 1:43  Approx. length 104mm

Jaguar XJ6 - Ayrshire Police 5
The original OCS 359H entered service with the
Traffic Division of Ayr Police in 1970, the ideal
high-speed car.  Features include accurate 
badging and roof light, jewelled headlights 
and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA08609   £12.99
Scale 1:43  
Approx. length 
110mm

Land Rover Defender - Police
Service of Northern Ireland 7
With the lowering of the political
temperature in Northern Ireland,
standard issue Land Rovers have 
largely replaced the armoured versions
of The Troubles.  Features detailed 
roof light and wheels.
Ref: VA09703   £14.99    
Scale 1:43  Approx. length 105mm

6 Triumph 2.5 Pi - 
Cleveland Constabulary
The original of our Limited Edition,

registration OXG 230M, was one of the
first cars supplied to the amalgamated
Cleveland force in 1974, and used
the call sign Bravo Foxtrot 2.
Ref: VA08211   £12.99    
Scale 1:43  Approx. length 96mm

EDITOR’S 

CHOICE!
Don’t miss 

this 70s cop 

classic!

Vauxhall Astra  - Metropolitan Police 4
What the Met’s Incident Response Unit needs is a
fast, reliable, manoeuvrable vehicle – which is
precisely what the Astra offers.  Features include
working suspension and authentic Met livery.  
Ref: VA09405   £14.99 Scale 1:43  
Approx. length 97mm
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Three new additions to the 1:76 scale Original Omnibus fleet are
featured here, notably a 1960 Roe Trolleybus in the livery of Derby
Corporation.  But whether historic bus or the latest state-of-the-art
luxury coach, each and every ‘OO’ model offers an accurate
reproduction of the original vehicle.  All new models now come in
a new window-style pack, and all are issued as Limited Editions.  

Wright Eclipse Urban - Fastrack/Kent Thameside 7
One of the leading edge operators in the field of rapid public transport
transit, Fastrack is pioneering the concept of high quality dedicated
busways in Kent Thameside.  Arriva is operating a fleet of 14 of these
single-deckers, one of which is the original of our 1:76 scale model.
Ref: OM46004   £25.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 157mm

Roe Trolleybus - Derby Corporation 7
Fleet No. 237 was one of a batch of eight delivered by Charles H. Roe Ltd to
Derby Corporation in early 1960, the last of the traditional open platform style of
trolleybus.  She could carry 65 passengers in quiet, fume-free style, and is
reproduced here to exact 1:76 scale, with a detailed interior, separately produced
trolley pole, and with accurate period Derby livery and badging.
Ref: OM41407   £25.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 108mm

MCW Metrobus MKI SD - London Transport 4
Manufactured by Metropolitan Cammell Weymann of Birmingham 
(hence MCW), the Metrobus went on to become one of the most 
successful double deck buses post the DMS, with London Transport 
alone accounting for nearly 1,500.  Features of this replica include 
photo-etched wipers, detailed interior with full passenger seating, 
fine detail rear view mirrors and accurate livery and badging.
Ref: OM45118   £25.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 108mm

6 RTW Double Decker - Barton Transport
Of the 500 RTWs built by Leyland, less than 20 saw service with independent bus
operators, but RTW 341 joined Barton Transport at Ilkeston in February 1966.
Features include passenger seating and detailed driver’s cab.
Ref: OM41702   £24.99 Scale 1:76  
Approx. length 108mm

Van Hool T9 - Bartons Transport 4
Established in 1964, Bartons is Ireland’s premier coach hire company, with a reputation
for providing the best in luxury coach travel.  Features of this Limited Edition include full
passenger seating and driver’s cab, fine detail rear view mirrors, the distinctive Bartons
livery and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: OM45910   £25.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 160mm

9

2,210 models

3,510 models

2,410 models

What’s in a name: Charles H. Roe
The Yorkshire coachbuilding company Charles H. Roe was
founded in 1923, and based at Crossgates Carriage Works in
Leeds.  Owned by Park Royal Vehicles (PRV), Roe then became
part of Associated Commercial Vehicles (ACV) in 1949.  
ACV was bought out by Leyland in 1962, who continued in
production until 1984, when the plant was closed down.  

However, a consortium effected a buyout of the company and
its assets, and in 1985 created a new coachbuilding company.
The name of the new company?  None other than Optare.

EDITOR’S 

CHOICE
A highly 

detailed OO

model!!

2,010 models

2,310 models
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6 Van Hool T9 - WA Shearings
As up to date as can be imagined, the livery of this 1:76 scale replica
flaunts the brand new livery of the amalgamated Wallace Arnold &
Shearings coach holiday operators, first shown on the vehicles this year.
Coach 710, (registration MX05 AHA), which is reproduced here to exact
1:76 scale, became one of the first repaints.
Ref: OM45907   £24.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 160mm

Dennis Trident/East Lancs. Myllennium - Blackpool Trans. 7
This model reproduces one of only three Dennis Tridents in the Blackpool
Transport Metro Coastlines fleet to be finished in this dramatic black 
and yellow livery.  Features of the model include fully detailed 
interior, photo-etched wipers and fine detail rear view mirrors.
Ref: OM42514   WAS £24.99 NOW £19.99 
Scale 1:76  Approx. length 145mm

6 AEC Regent V/Roe - Felix Motors
Produced from new tooling for 2006, this 1:76 scale replica reproduces a Regent MkV with
fleet number 37, which entered service with the Yorkshire company in 1957.  Features include
precisely matched paint colours, full passenger seating and authentic destination boards.
Ref: OM41404   £24.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 157mm

2,260 models

2,260 models

Wright Eclipse Gemini - East Yorkshire Motor Services 7
Our 1:76 scale replica models a Wright Eclipse Gemini that was one of the first batch
of six delivered to EYMS as recently as 2005, and is of particular interest for being the
only EYMS bus to carry a ‘mega-rear’ advertisement promoting the busy route from
Hull city centre to the University.
Ref: OM41215   £24.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 160mm

Wright Solar Fusion - First Bath 7
One of the brighter sights on the streets of Bath,
the 12 bright orange B7 bendy-buses provide
an impressive 1,400 seats per hour 
on their trans-city route.  Features include 
photo-etched wipers, full passenger seating
and, naturally, the bendy bit in the middle!
Ref: OM41308   £29.99
Scale 1:76  Approx. length 240mm

2,010 models

Van Hool T9 - Go Goodwins 7
The original of our model, registration C11 ECB, is one of the official
England Cricket Team coaches, owned and run by Go Goodwins of
Eccles, Manchester.  Features include full passenger seating and
extended rear view mirror configuration.
Ref: OM45906   £24.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 160mm 3,260 models

2,760 models

SAVE 

£5!
2,030 models
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Trafalgar: a great 
day in our history

6 General Rommel 1942 -
Battle of El Alamein 
One of the great strategic and
tactical masters of tank warfare,
General (later Field-Marshal) Erwin
Rommel and his Afrika Korps
dominated the war in North Africa
for much of 1941 and 1942.  
After the loss of North Africa by the
Germans, Rommel was appointed
to command the defence of France
against possible Allied invasion.     

Ref: CC59168   £9.99   
Scale 1:32  
Approx. height 62mm

6 British Milan Anti-tank Team
1991 - Operation Desert Storm 
Operation Desert Storm was the code
name for what is also known as the 
First Gulf War, the campaign to oust 
Iraq from Kuwait, invaded by Saddam
Hussein in August 1990.  One of the
strongest elements of the Iraqi Army 
was thought to be its tank divisions, 
so anti-tank units such as this were 
crucial to the Allied victory.        

Ref: CC59169   £24.99   
Scale 1:32  
Approx. height 57mm

Admiral Lord Nelson
1805 - Great Leaders 7
Horatio, Viscount Nelson (1758 –
1805) was a lifelong naval man,
entering the service at the age of 12.
His astonishing strategic and tactical
instincts led to a succession of naval
warfare’s unequalled triumphs.
Mortally wounded at Trafalgar,
Nelson remains the undisputed hero
of heroes in naval history. 
Ref: CC59195   £9.99   
Scale 1:32  
Approx. height 63mm12

6 General Eisenhower 
1944 - Great Leaders 
Dwight David Eisenhower (1890-
1969)  was appointed Supreme
Allied Commander of the Allied
Expeditionary Force in Western
Europe from December 1943.
From London he oversaw  the
invasion of France and then
Germany from June 1944 onwards.
In 1952 and 1956 he was elected
34th President of the United States.    

Ref: CC59183   £9.99   
Scale 1:32  
Approx. height 62mm

6 Col T.E. Lawrence 
1918 - Heroes
Better known as ‘Lawrence of
Arabia’, Thomas Edward
Lawrence (1888 – 1935) came
to know the desert dwellers as a
junior archaeologist.  On the
outbreak of World War One he
served in military intelligence in
North Africa, before joining the
Arab revolt against the Turks,
playing a crucial role.        

Ref: CC59162   £9.99   
Scale 1:32  
Approx. height 60mm

6 Canadian Paratrooper 
1944 - Special Forces 
Originally The Parachute Regiment
was an elite force of Commandos
established by the British Army, and
was subsequently adopted by military
commanders almost universally.
Significant actions involving Canadian
forces were the (disastrous) Dieppe
Raid of August 1942 and, 
of course, D-Day.        

Ref: CC59196   £9.99   
Scale 1:32  
Approx. height 38mm

6 Royal Marine Commando
1982 - Special Forces 
Inspired by the revolutionary guerrilla
‘commando’ tactics adopted by the
Boers in the 1899-1902 South
African War, ours were formed in
June 1940.  They subsequently fought
in every theatre or war, notably in the
Falklands conflict of 1982, where
their high mobility gave us a marked
advantage over sometimes almost

impassable terrain.        
Ref: CC59173   £9.99   

Scale 1:32  
Approx. height 58mm

On the 20th October, Admiral Villeneuve
brought his fleet of 34 French and
Spanish ships of the line out of Cadiz.
The next day Nelson, with his fleet of

27, closed with the enemy off
Cape Trafalgar, executing a

manoeuvre which
brilliantly cut off 10 of the
enemy ships, which took 

no further part in the
action. 18 of the French fleet
were accounted for, with a
loss in killed and wounded of
5,860.  By contrast, the British
casualties were just 1,690 –
but of course that number
included Nelson, picked off in

the hour of his triumph by a
sniper from the mizzen mast
of the French ship Redoubtable.

Gurkha Rifleman
1915 -  Special Forces 7
Recruited from 1815 from among 
the ruling Hindu caste of Nepal, 
the Gurkhas became something 
of a fearsome legend in both
World Wars and in subsequent
conflicts.  This 1:32 scale figure
features an infantryman from 
World War I, complete with his
trademark kukri, the huge curved
knife carried by every Gurkha..        
Ref: CC59185   £9.99   
Scale 1:32  Approx. height 53mm

The Forward March range of
1:32 scale hand-painted white
metal figures features individuals
and representative figures from
the past 200 years of our history.
They are grouped by specific
theme, from the Battle of Trafalgar
to the Battle of El Alamein, from
Civilians at War to Special Forces.
There are also incentives to collect
the whole set of figures in each
theme; details of these will be
found inside each pack.

13
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EDITOR’S CHOICECollect this very colourful delivery van!

6 Delivery Van -
Hook Norton Brewery 
Ref: DG026023 £4.99 
Approx length 80mm

6 Flatbed Brewers
Dray - McMullans  
Ref: DG102001 £4.99 
Approx length 93mm

Dennis Parcels Van - 
Greene King 7
Ref: DG016051 £4.99 
Approx length 82mm

Foden Steamwagon
Dropside - 
W.J.King 7
Ref: DG091015
£4.99 
Approx length 98mm

Priced at just £4.99, Days Gone offers the most affordable way to
build a collection of die-cast models.  Each reproduces a classic vehicle
from bygone days, each decorated in a livery from the appropriate
period.  Like many collectors, you might like to concentrate on a
specific theme or themes, whether comic characters or household
brands, emergency service vehicles or steam road engines.

Collectables  Days Gone

200 Years of Real Ale
Situated in Bury St Edmunds, Greene King has
been in operation for more than two centuries. 
The company operates three separate divisions:
the Pub Company, the managed house division; 
Pub Partners, which looks after tenanted and 
lease pubs, and the Brewing Company, which does
just what it says!  (Enthusiasts will recognise 
their ales, which include Abbot Ale, Old Speckled
Hen and Ruddles County, as well as their IPA.)
When next you’re in the area, pay a visit to the
Visitor Centre, which offers guided Brewery tours.

6 1934 Chevrolet 
Box Van - Little Plum
Ref: DG051026  £4.99 
Approx length 85mm

SPECIAL OFFER:
Buy both Comic models 
for £6.99 - SAVE £2.99!

Milk Float - CO-OP 
Dairy Service 7
Ref: DG204001 £4.99 
Approx length 73mm

Morris Minor Van - 
West Riding Police 
(Dog Control) 4
Ref: DG127012  £4.99 
Approx length 83mm

6 Land Rover - 
HM Coastguard 
Ref: DG166003 £4.99 
Approx length 77mm

AEC Regent Open 
Top Bus - Nescafé 4
Ref: DG068011  £4.99 
Approx length 85mm

1934 Dennis Delivery
Van - Winker Watson 7
Ref: DG034011  £4.99 
Approx length 83mm

4,000 models

4,000 models

1,500 models

1,500 models

1,500 models

1,500 models

1,500 models

1,500 models

1,500 models1,600 models
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Gloster Gladiator MkII - 
6 Squadron RAF, Libya 1941 7
Featuring fully detailed rigging, this
classic biplane reproduces Gladiator
N5851, flown by Sgt Ron Walter in the
Western desert pre-El Alamein.  The very
number 6 indicates the seniority of the
squadron, originating in World War I,
and the quality of the model 
takes no prisoners either!
Ref: AA36206   
£20.99  
Scale 1:72  
Wingspan 136mm

6 Fairey Swordfish MkIII - 119 Sqdn
RAF, Bircham Newton 1945
The original of our 1:72 scale Limited Edition flew with RAF Coastal
Command, and had the distinction of sinking the last enemy submarine of
the war on the 13th March 1945.  Our model features the fully detailed
rigging of the ‘Stringbag’ as well as the authentic folding wings 
which saved so much space when not in action.
Ref: AA36304   £39.99  Scale 1:72  Wingspan 193mm

Messerschmitt Bf109E-7/Trop - Black Chevron, 
Ain El Gazala, Libya, 1941 4
Replicating the original Bf109E flown by Oberleutnant Ludwig ‘Zirkus’
Franzisket in the North African theatre during 1941, our replica
faithfully reproduces many details of the full-sized aircraft, including
cockpit and pilot, rotating propeller, undercarriage and nose art.  
Ref: AA32105   £14.99  Scale 1:72  Wingspan 136mm

Daimler Ambulance - London County Council 4
First appearing in 1949, the original of this 1:50 scale Daimler Ambulance
was constructed with an ash framework, and continued in service until 
well into the 1960s.  Features of the model include photo-etched wipers, 
chrome detail and accurately observed livery and badging of its period.
Ref: CC06305   £22.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 117mm

Volvo FM Incident Response Unit - 
Central Scotland Fire & Rescue Service 4
This Limited Edition reproduces a specialist vehicle based at Falkirk Fire Station which is
available on request to provide cover across most of the Scottish mainland.  It is equipped
with specialist anti-contamination and hazardous materials control equipment.  Our model
features a detailed cab interior, fine detail rear view mirrors and authentic livery.
Ref: CC13519   £49.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 225mm

Dennis F12 Fire Engine - City of Stoke on Trent Fire Brigade 7
First appearing in 1949, the original of this 1:50 scale Daimler Ambulance was
constructed with an ash framework, and continued in service until well into the 1960s.
Features of the model include fine detail photo-etched wipers, chrome detail and
accurately observed livery and badging of its period.
Ref: CC13011   £44.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 158mm

2,010 models

2,010 models

2,310 models

3,160 models

Heroes in the air, heroes on the ground.  From the planes of World War Two to the emergency
services in the post-War era, eternal vigilance is the keynote.  The emergency vehicles cover the
spectrum of the post-War period, from the 1949 Daimler Ambulance to the Incident Response
Unit serving in Scotland today.  Two of the Aviation Archive models are limited editions.

2,640 models
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Collectables  Road Transport
The 1:50 scale Road Transport range of commercial
vehicles is the flagship of Corgi Classics.  Major sub-themes
include Hauliers of Renown, combining tractors with various
styles of trailer and decorated in the liveries of well-known
hauliers, Rigids, and Truckfest, featuring tractors appearing
at events up and down the country.  Vehicles from most
major manufacturers are included, including DAF, Foden,
MAN, Mercedes-Benz, Renault, Scania and Volvo.

A pioneer’s vision of Europe?
When he returned from war service to his home town of Bellshill, David Wilkie
Haig invested in a second-hand Thornycroft lorry.  That was in 1946.  When he
retired in 1985, after 39 years of service, not least as a founder member of the

Road Haulage Association, he had pioneered some important ways forward.

The most significant of these, 
was the company’s Italian road
service.  Today, it is hard to
remember that in 1969, things
were different, with bureaucracy
at every frontier.  Yet David Haig
persevered, and blazed a trail for
which we all perhaps owe him a
debt today.

EDITOR’S CHOICE!A real collector’s piece!

DAF XF Curtainside - James Irlam & Sons 4
The James Irlam fleet is unusual in that it consists entirely of high specification DAF units, 
each operating for a maximum of three years.  This 1:50 scale XF replicates a relative
newcomer to the fleet, and features a detailed cab interior, poseable wheels, realistic air
lines, a detailed chassis, and fine detail wipers and rear view mirrors.
Ref: CC13231   £64.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 345mm

Volvo FM Box Lorry - D.R. Macleod 4
Based in Stornoway on the island of Lewis in the Hebrides, 
D.R. McLeod is in the business of supplying the Scottish Isles using 
ro-ro ferries from the mainland on a daily basis.  The original of this
1:50 scale replica is one of 23 Volvos in the fleet, and features a
detailed cab interior, detailed chassis, wheels, hubs and tyres, 
and fine detail rear view mirrors.

Ref: CC13520   £49.99 Scale 1:50  
Approx. length 225mm

DAF XF Skeletal Trailer & Container - Russell Transport 5
Founded in 1969, John G. Russell Limited originally operated in general haulage before
diversifying into containerisation, including the entire logistics chain for the Scotch Whisky
industry.  This 1:50 scale replica of a DAF XF, together with skeletal trailer and detachable
container load, is shown in the precisely matched colours of the striking original.
Ref: CC13234   £64.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 325mm

1,960 models

2,060 models

2,110 models

19

2,010 modelsDavid Haig Set 47
This two-piece set celebrates one of Scotland’s most successful post-war
hauliers. The set consists of a Renault Premium Curtainside and a Volvo 
FM Skeletal Trailer & Container Load, both proudly bearing Davis Haig’s
distinctive hallmark of Scozia/Italia, reflecting the company’s signature
Italian road service which commenced in 1969.  Each also carries a
different tartan ‘ribbon’ motif and the vehicle’s individual name.
Ref: CC99192   £129.99 Scale 1:50  
Approx. lengths: Renault Premium 345mm, Volvo FH 325mm

SPECIAL BOX SET!SPECIAL BOX SET!



buy online at www.corgi.co.ukorder by phone on 023 8024 8844 8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

Collectables  Road Transport
Volvo FH Curtainside - Reid Transport 7
This handsome newcomer features a 1:50 scale replica of a Volvo FH in the
North Antrim transport company’s 85 tractor,150 trailer and 30 rigids fleet.
Features include a detailed cab interior, realistic air lines, photo-etched chrome
detail including the distinctive Volvo logo on the radiator badge, and accurately
matched paint colours and badging.
Ref: CC14003   £64.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 345mm

Scania R Series Fridge Trailer - A.J. Anderson Transport 7
Sandy Anderson set up his business in 1974 with a second-hand AEC six-
wheeler.  Today he transports fresh fish landed from the local harbour at 
Ayr in sophisticated fridge trailers like this, shipping to Holland and 
Belgium.  Features include realistic air lines, full axle configuration on 
both tractor and trailer, a detailed cab interior and accurate livery.
Ref: CC12934   £64.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 345mm

Mercedes-Benz Actros Flatbed Trailer - Maurice Hill 5
Established in 1960, Maurice Hill remains a family-owned road haulage business, 
with a fleet of some 50 tractors and 300 trailers.  This replica models a vehicle used 
in moving such specialist loads as street furniture, concrete pilings and tunnels.  
The Actros is coupled to a flatbed trailer and a highly realistic load.
Ref: CC13807   £64.99 Scale 1:50  
Approx. length 345mm

Join our collectors club today!  Log on @ www.corgi.co.uk for more details20

6 Volvo FH Curtainside - Benton Bros Transport
The original of our 1:50 scale Limited Edition is based at Benton Bros.’ 
site at Boston in Lincolnshire, one of 60 tractor units and one of some 150
trailers in the total company fleet.  Features of the model include full axle
configuration of both tractor and trailer, realistic air lines, a detailed cab
interior, photo-etched chrome detail and the company’s original livery.
Ref: CC14005   £64.99 Scale 1:50  Approx. length 345mm

Scania R Series Flatbed Trailer & Steel
Girder Load - Prestons of Potto 7
Founded at Potto in North Yorkshire as long ago as 1936,
Prestons operated as an agricultural company until 1957,
when Richard Preston Senior formed a separate transport
division.  This 1:50 scale Limited Edition is modelled on one
of the Scania Rs in the fleet coupled to a three-axle flatbed
trailer and a separately cold-cast load of steel girders.
Ref: CC13713   £64.99 Scale 1:50  
Approx. length 345mm

2,850 models

2,050 models

2,250 models
2,100 models

2,250 models

MAN TGA Curtainside & Moffett 
Mountyline - Sloan Transport 7
Sloan Transport was founded in July 1969 and is based
near Dromore in County Down.  The original of our 1:50
scale model is one of around sixteen tractor units and 
over 70 trailers.  As well as a detailed cab interior, 
the de-coupling curtainside trailer comes with its own 
Moffet Mountyline forklift produced to the same scale.
Ref: CC13421   £69.99 Scale 1:50  
Approx. length 345mm

Volvo FH - J.G. McWilliam Ltd 4
Based on a seven acre site at Huntly in Aberdeenshire, J.G.
McWilliam has been in operation since 1970.  This Volvo
FH tractor unit features a detailed cab interior, realistic air
lines, photo-etched chrome detail, and the distinctive livery
of the original in precisely matched colours and badging.
Ref: CC14004   £34.99 Scale 1:50  
Approx. length 125mm

ALL NEW RELEASES ON THIS SPREAD!ALL NEW RELEASES ON THIS SPREAD!

2,200 models

EDITOR’S 

CHOICE!
Collect this 

Scottish star 

of Truckfest!

2,700 models



post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

Collectables  Warbirds
The Warbirds series celebrates iconic military aircraft from World War II.  Fighter 
aircraft are reproduced to 1:72 scale, and the larger bombers to 1:144 scale.  In the case
of the fighters, the aircraft are generally modelled on specific aircraft associated with one
or other fighter ace of the War, and from both sides of the conflict.  Every aircraft comes
in a special display box and accompanied by a display stand.

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

GREAT VALUE AT ONLY £9.99!GREAT VALUE AT ONLY £9.99!

see pack for your chance to own a free SIGHTS & SOUNDS model! 23

EDITOR’S 

CHOICE!
A predicted 

best seller - 

order now!

6 Curtiss P40 Kittyhawk IA - 
Les Jackson 
Some said it was obsolete.  But the 
P-40 remained in service right to the 
end of World War II.  Obsolete?  One of 
the great Australian fighter pilots of the war,
Flight Lieutenant Leslie Douglas Jackson DFC
and his Kittyhawk played a key role in
repelling the threat of a Japanese invasion.. 
Ref: WB99610   £9.99   
Scale 1:72  Wingspan 155mm

Chance Vought Corsair F4U-1 - 
2nd Lt Kenneth A. Walsh 7
By 1944 the Corsair had become the
predominant US Navy carrier-based 
fighter in the Pacific.  Kenneth A. Walsh
scored 20 ‘kills’ over the Solomon 
Islands, and was decorated personally 
by President Roosevelt.     
Ref: WB99606   £9.99   
Scale 1:72  Wingspan 175mm

Supermarine Spitfire 
MkIA - Flt Sgt George Unwin 4
Pilots loved it with a passion.  The Spitfire in
the Warbirds collection is fittingly that flown
by Flight Sergeant George ‘Grumpy’ Unwin
over Dunkirk in those bleak days of 1940, 
in which he made 31⁄2 ‘kills’.     
Ref: WB99601   £9.99   
Scale 1:72  Wingspan 156mm

Hawker Hurricane MkI - 
Flt Lt ‘Pete’ Brothers 4
Contrary to myth, the ‘Hurri’ was the main reason for 
RAF victory in the Battle of Britain.  In the interests of speed,
‘Pete’ Brothers made a number of modifications to P2921, 
even having the external rivets filed down to reduce the drag 
on the aircraft.  
Ref: WB99603   £9.99   Scale 1:72  Wingspan 167mm

6 A6M-3 Mitsubishi Zero - 
N.A.P. 1st Class Hiroyoshi
Nishizawa 
Japan’s most famous fighter aircraft, the
Zero ran rings around other fighters in
the early days of the war in the Pacific.
Hiroyoshi Nishizawa was accorded the
soubriquet of the Imperial Japanese
Navy’s ‘Ace of Aces’, with a reputed
‘kill’ total of over 100 enemy aircraft.  
Ref: WB99611   £9.99   
Scale 1:72  Wingspan 165mm

Messerschmitt Me262A-1a -
Oberstleutnant Heinz Bär 4
The world’s first operational jet aircraft, the Me262
came into production in May 1944.  Having earlier
shot down no fewer than 10 RAF aircraft,
Oberstleutnant Heinz Bär survived the war after an
incredible record of being shot down 18 times!  
Ref: WB99613   £9.99   
Scale 1:72  Wingspan 177mm

Supermarine Spitfire HFIXC - 
Flt Lt Otto Smik 7
The MkIX was probably the definitive version of the
Spitfire, with its Rolls-Royce Merlin 12 cylinder in-line
engine.  The original was piloted by Flt Lt Otto Smik,
the highest scoring ace of Slovak origin in WWII,
killed in action in 1944 at the age of just 22.  
Ref: WB99614   £9.99   
Scale 1:72  Wingspan 155mm



buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables  Mini Mania
Of all the vehicles modelled by Corgi over the past 51 years, it is surely the Mini that
has won the most enduring affection among collectors of precision die-cast replicas.
Nor, probably, has any single car been treated to as many different decorative
finishes: from The Italian Job to the rally circuit, from the original 1959 car to the 21st
Century BMW Mini Coopers.  And if you never owned one, poor you!

Mini 7 Racing Club - Bill Sollis 4
This elaborately liveried Mini was driven by Bill Sollis, Chairman of
the Mini 7 Racing Club and long time competitor.  Features include
opening doors, detailed interior and authentic badging.  
Ref: CC82245   £11.99   
Scale 1:36  Approx. length 85mm

3,470 models

BMW Mini - One Seven 5
One classic Mini tradition is the almost infinite variety of
livery designs, here exemplified by the stylish number 7
adorning the front wings.  Other features are detailed
interior, opening doors and working front and rear lights.   
Ref: CC86527   £19.99 Scale 1:36  
Approx. length
90mm

WORKINGFRONT & REARLIGHTS!

WORKINGFRONT & REARLIGHTS!
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6 Mini 7 Racing Club - Peter Thompson  
2005 Mini 7 Championship winner Paul Thompson
consistently finished in the top 5 of every race.  
As well as the meticulously copied livery and
badging, the model features opening doors 
and a detailed chassis.
Ref: CC82249   £11.99  Scale 1:36  
Approx. length 85mm

4,990 models

6 BMW Mini Cooper S (St Andrew’s
Cross) - Hyper Blue Metallic 
Did you know you that when you order a new

BMW Mini Cooper S, you can specify
your patriotic preference for the roof
scheme?  The saltire is yours with this
model, together with working front 
and rear lights.
Ref: CC86522   £19.99   

Scale 1:36   Approx. length 90mm

BMW Mini Cooper S 
(St George’s Cross) - Chili Red 7
Continuing the age-old tradition of roof
graphics on the Mini, here is the stylish
matching of the St George’s Cross roof
design and hot chilli red bodywork.  
The model features front and rear 
working lights.
Ref: CC86523   £19.99   
Scale 1:36  Approx. length 90mm

BMW Mini Cooper - Park Lane 4
The Park Lane Edition features a map of London’s famous
thoroughfare running down the front wing of the car.  
The model also features a detailed interior and opening
doors, as well as working front and rear lights.
Ref: CC86528   £19.99
Scale 1:36   Approx. length 90mm

3,010 models

Mini 7 Racing Club - Colin Peacock 7
Though he finished only 5th in the Miglia championship, Colin
Peacock shone out as a star for the future.  Features include a
detailed interior, photo-etched wiper and the authentic livery 
and badging of the original.
Ref: CC82251   £11.99   Scale 1:36 Approx. length 85mm

Mini 7 Racing Club - Stephen King 7
The original of our 1:36 scale replica was built as
recently as 2005, with Stephen King entering into
the fastest Mini racing form of them all.  Our model
features a detailed interior, opening doors, and the
accurate livery of Dunlop Mini Miglia No. 25.
Ref: CC82253   £12.99   Scale 1:36 
Approx. length 85mm

3,470 models

Mini 7 Racing Club - 
Peter Baldwin 5
Winner in both 2004 and 2005, 
Peter was probably the most successful
driver the championship has ever seen.
Though this is not the first Corgi model
of the car, modifications justify
modelling this victorious car again.
Ref: CC82246    £11.99   
Scale 1:36  Approx. length 85mm

4,340 models



Collectables  Trackside

order by phone on 023 8024 8844 8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

Five newcomers grace the 1:76 scale Trackside range of veteran commercials in this selection.
Continuing the highly popular range of LDVs, here are two new liveries, one for the Morris LD
(BRS Parcels Services) and the other the Austin J2 in the colours of Huddersfield Corporation.
Whether you are a model railway enthusiast or not, the Trackside range brings more than a
whiff of our transport heritage to life.

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

3,310 models

ERF LV Flatbed with Load - Rugby Cement 4
The ERF LV was launched in 1962 with a completely new design and
featuring a glass fibre cab with a large one-piece windscreen.  Features
include a detailed cab interior and separately cast load of cement bags.
Ref: DG186013   £12.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 110mm

2,010 models

Foden S21 Sheeted Trailer - Bassetts 5
The S21 fibreglass-cabbed range was launched by Foden in 1958 and
produced for ten years.  This model features a realistic sheeted load.
Ref: DG150012    £12.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 130mm

2,210 models

Noddy Van - Gregorys 4
Collectors of Noddy vans will welcome this
addition in the livery of the general haulage
firm of J. Gregory & Sons of Manchester.
Like the original, this is a no-frills, no-nonsense
hard-working stalwart.  
Ref: DG174011    £5.99 Scale 1:76  
Approx. length 90mm

Scammell Handyman 
Sheeted Trailer - Freeway Haulage 4
Scammell’s new cab designed by Michelotti was unveiled in 1962, one of the few
tractors of the time that could legally couple to a 40ft trailer.  This model comes with
a realistic sheeted load, and is decorated in the bright livery of Freeway Haulage.  
Ref: DG175016    £13.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 130mm

2,010 models

Morris LD - BRS Parcels 7
In production from 1953 to 1967, 
the Morris Commercial Light Delivery
Van started out as a 1 tonner, but later
a 1.5 ton variant was added.  It was 
a great favourite among nationalised
and private businesses alike.
Ref: DG201005   £3.99
Scale 1:76   Approx. length 60mm

Scammell Mechanical Horse & Container Load - GWR
The Mechanical Horse was the first in a series of innovative and highly
successful tractors developed by Scammell.  Introduced in 1933 literally to
replace horse-drawn carts, this model in the colours of the Great Western
Railway comes with a detachable container load.
Ref: DG199010   £12.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 110mm

6 Scammell Mechanical Horse with
Stepframe Trailer - Post Office Telephones
Scammell’s legendary Mechanical Horse joins the
Trackside range of vintage commercials in the highly
collectable Post Office Telephones livery.
Ref: DG199009   £11.99 Scale 1:76   
Approx. length 117mm 27

EDITOR’S CHOICE!A classic Scammell model!

2,260 models

2,260 models

3,310 models

6 Austin J2 - Hudddersfield Corporation
In production from 1956 to 1967, the fJ2 15 cwt was
powered by a 1.5 litre petrol engine.  Popular with 
the Royal Mail it also commanded the respect of 
local authorities such as Huddersfield Corporation.
Ref: DG202006   £3.99 Scale 1:76   
Approx. length 55mmERF LV Flatbed with Load - 

Moreton C. Cullimore & Son Ltd 7
Introduced in 1962, the ERF LV cab was constructed
of glass fibre.  Shown in the livery of the Stroud
haulage company, this 1:76 scale model comes
with a separately produced load and ‘tarpaulin.’  
Ref: DG186015    £13.99 Scale 1:76  
Approx. length 110mm

7



Collectables  Trackside

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed) buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

EDITOR’S CHOICE!A ‘must have’ for Trackside collectors!

28 29

6 Ford Transit - Robson’s
Haulage & Storage 
Collectors of the Trackside range of 1:76
scale Ford Transits will welcome this new
addition to the fleet.  It is decorated in the
classic two-tone livery of Robson’s Border
Transport, and features a detailed interior,
wheels hubs and tyres.
Ref: DG200004   £3.99
Scale 1:76   Approx. length 60mm

6 Ford Transit - Securicor
If you don't recognise the livery, perhaps it was
before your time!  Yes, the Transit is now into its
fifth decade, and no fleet owner saw the potential
for the van than did cash management specialists
Securicor, whose 60s livery features here.
Ref: DG200003    £3.99 
Scale 1:76  Approx. length 60mm

Scammell Scarab Van Trailer -
Eskimo Foods 4
With its tight turning circle, the Scarab
was the ideal local ‘shuttle’ and delivery
vehicle, and much favoured by the
railways.  Our model features a 
popular livery of the time.
Ref: DG148017   £9.99 
Scale 1:76  Approx. length 110mm

Scammell Contractor - Sunters 7
One of the most famous names in super
heavy haulage graces this mighty Contractor.
While the original 6 x 4 boasted a gross
train weight of up to 240 tons, a small
number of MkII Contractors offered 
a gtw of up to 450 tons.
Ref: DG198006   £12.99 
Scale 1:76  Approx. length 120mm

Scammell Handyman Flatbed Trailer - Whitbread 5
Styled by the legendary Michelotti, the Scammell Handyman cab first
appeared in 1962.  The model features a detailed cab interior,
chromed badging detail and de-coupling trailer.
Ref: DG175014   £11.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 120mm

6 Scammell Contractor with Trailer 
& Load - Econofreight
This superb heavy haulage rig dwarfs most of its
1:76 scale ‘00’ gauge-compatible companions in
the Trackside series.  Features of the model
include a decoupling six-axle trailer, separately

applied cab headboard, ballast and
separately cold-cast load.

Ref: DG198007   
WAS £19.99 NOW £15.99

Scale 1:76  
Approx. length 254mm

ERF LV & Sheeted 
Platform Trailer - BRS Western 4
ERF’s ‘LV’ continued in production until 1974.  
It was a completely new design, featuring an
improved glass fibre cab with a large one-piece
windscreen, and powered by either a Gardner
150 or 180 engine.
Ref: DG186011   £12.99   Scale 1:76  
Approx. length 130mm

Guy Pantechnicon - Luckings 7
This replica offers a real dose of nostalgia for
the footlights of yesteryear.  Can’t you smell
the greasepaint?  Every detail of the wondrous
mixture of typographical styles of the theatrical
movers is authentically reproduced.
Ref: DG146014   £11.99 Scale 1:76  
Approx. length 100mm

6 Bedford CA Van - Corgi Toys
The Bedford CA van (1952-1969) featured semi-forward control, a 1.5
litre petrol engine and sliding doors.  This model is shown decorated in
the original 1950s Corgi box colours and the Corgi Toys logo.
Ref: DG203002    £3.99 Scale 1:76  Approx. length 55mm

2,110 models

2,010 models

2,010 models

2,010 models

2,290 models2,010 models

SAVE 

£4!



buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables  TV & Film
The tradition of reproducing ‘character’ vehicles under licence from Film & TV series is
one of the oldest in the Corgi canon.  From those early days of The Saint and Goldfinger,
it is still going strong.  Here we introduce a White Falcon from Gerry Anderson’s new
Captain Scarlet, and the Enterprise D from Star Trek: The Next Generation.

6 Klingon Bird of Prey - 
Star Trek 40th Anniversary 
Of all the fearsome adversaries faced by
Captain Kirk, Mr Spock and Co., none
was quite so spooky as the Bird of Prey.
Our detailed die-cast model reproduces
the Klingon as featured in Star Trek III,
The Search for Spock, and comes with
its own Klingon emblem display stand. 
Ref: CC96602   £12.99
Approx. length 107mm

Rhino - Captain Scarlet 5
Spectrum’s latest piece of heavy firepower gadgetry is this
heavy duty armoured attack vehicle!  Working features
include the extending front and rear battering rams,
concealed weaponry, and an opening side door
revealing a fixed Captain Scarlet figure.  
Ref: CC96302  £14.99   
Approx. length 155mm

Cheetah - Captain Scarlet 7
Gerry Anderson’s New Captain
Scarlet features this Cheetah RRV
(Rapid Response Vehicle).  
This replica features a fixed seated
Captain Scarlet figure, and pressure-
activated side wings and rear spoiler. 
Ref: CC96304    £9.99   
Scale 1:36  Approx. length 115mm

White Falcon & Destiny 
Figure - Captain Scarlet 4
Modelled on characters and futuristic craft from Gerry
Anderson’s new Captain Scarlet series, this replica comes
with a fixed seated Destiny figure, and makes a worthy
successor in the Spectrum fleet to the Angel Interceptor 
and the bullet-proof Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle.  
Ref: CC96306  £9.99 Approx. length 135mm

Beyond the final frontier
On the 8th September 2006, Star Trek
celebrated the 40th Anniversary of its first
ever TV appearance.  And what a celebration
it was.  A gala celebration and conference
running over several days was posted on a
web site.  It was, simply, an astounding piece
of organisation – and a reflection of
incomparable success.

From modest beginnings (it wasn’t exactly 
an instant smash hit), Star Trek has evolved

into a colossal industry.
Remember those first words:
"Space, the final frontier"?   Well

this goes way beyond any frontier
that can then ever have been imagined.

6 Enterprise D - Star Trek: 
The Next Generation 
This detailed die-cast replica of the Enterprise D 
is based on the spaceship featured in Star Trek: 
The Next Generation.  It features 360° decoration,
and comes complete with a special display stand
adorned with the Starfleet emblem.
Ref: CC96603   £19.99
Approx. length 180mm

AE/GAP 2006 ©. Original Production CAPTAIN SCARLET © 1967 ITC.  CAPTAIN SCARLET is used under License by Granada Ventures Limited.  
TM & ® & © 2007 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved. STAR TREK and Related Elements and Marks are Trademarks of Paramount Pictures.

Batman Modern Age Set 5
This Limited Edition set consists of two models: the 1990s and
2000 Batmobiles. Each is a detailed 1:43 scale reproduction in
Limited Edition colours and the set is accompanied by a standing
Batman figure.  The set comes in a high quality presentation box.  
Ref: US77343  £19.99 Scale 1:43   
Approx. lengths: 1990s 108mm, 2000 118mm

TM & © DC Comics 2007 2,510 models

EDITOR’S 

CHOICE!
A Trekkies’ 40th

Anniversary
model!

EDITOR’S CHOICE!A must for Captain Scarletfans!



Corgi & Device is a Registered Trade Mark of Corgi Classics Limited

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

Collectables  James Bond

Aston Martin DBS - Casino Royale 4
This detailed die-cast replica reproduces the DBS
featured in Casino Royale.  Features include
chromed rear view mirrors, opening 
doors, alloy wheels, a detailed interior 
and a seated James Bond figure.    
Ref: CC03801  £11.99   
Scale 1:36  
Approx. length 130mm

They said Daniel Craig wasn’t the man to do it, but then the baddies always
said 007 wouldn’t survive their next stratagem.  And in the highest accolade to
Ian Fleming’s concept of the James Bond character, Craig has confounded the
critics – in spades.  It might be the 21st film, but it was the first novel, and we
think it might just be the best of them all.  Watch for the DVD out now!

Aston Martin DB5 & DBS two-piece set- Casino Royale 5
Best of all, why not go for this boxed Limited Edition set that includes both
Aston Martin models?  The set comes in a briefcase style presentation 
box, an exclusively commissioned Casino Royale pack of 
cards with silver embossed edges, made by Cartamundi©, 
who produced the actual cards used in the film.    
Ref: CC99194  £49.99 Scale 1:36  
Approx. lengths: DB5 125mm, DBS 130mm

Aston Martin DB5 - Casino Royale 4
The DB5 remains the most enduring car in the 007
canon.  This replica features the new Bahamas
number plate from the film, chromed wing mirrors,
opening doors, full interior and a seated Bond figure.   
Ref: CC04309  £11.99  Scale 1:36  
Approx. length 125mmTM

James Bond materials © 1962-2007 Danjaq, LLC and United Artists Corporation.  All Rights Reserved.   
007 TM and related James Bond Trademarks are trademarks of Danjaq, LLC licensed by EON Productions Limited 

EDITOR’S CHOICE!One of our best sellers - order now!

5,000 models


